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 This section will help you to know how to Convert objects to symbols. This is easy as all you have to do is to Convert the objects to symbols.But to convert objects to symbols is not that easy as you have to know what kind of objects are you converting. There are two types of objects:• Objects with Change of Color (CTO)• Objects with Change of Line (CLO)• Objects with Change of Area (CAO)•
Objects with Change of Line/Area (CLAO)• Objects with Change of Size (CSO)• Objects with Change of Position (CPO)• Objects with Change of Type (COT)• Objects with Change of Shape (COS)Objects With Change of Color (CTO)This are objects with Change of Color. If you are converting a RGB image then you can Use the following steps to Convert a RGB image to a Symbol:• First you
have to Create a document which is having the same color scheme as the original image.• Then open the original image, then open the document and copy the RGB values of the document and paste it on the original RGB image to create a new image.• Now you have to convert the RGB image to CTO Symbol. You can do this by clicking on Convert to Symbol button.• Now go to Edit — Symbols —
Convert — RGB.• Select the source image and click OK — Convert.• Now convert the image.This are some objects with Change of Size (CSO)These are objects with Change of Size. If you are converting an image then you can Use the following steps to Convert an image to CTO symbol.• First you have to Create a document which is having the same color scheme as the original image.• Then open

the original image, then open the document and copy the RGB values of the document and paste it on the original RGB image to create a new image.• Now go to Edit — Symbols — Convert — Image.• Select the source image and click OK — Convert.• Now convert the image.This are objects with Change of Type (COT)These are objects with Change of Type. If you are converting an image then
you can Use the following steps to Convert an image to CTO symbol.• First you have to Create a document which is having the same color scheme as the original image.• Then open the original image 82157476af
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